
For all its beautiful tunes, Johann Strauss' tale of lecherous connivings in 
old Vienna could be deemed darkly amoral, but Somerset Opera fully realised 
Hilary Marshall's aim of producing a colourful, funny and thoroughly enjoyable 
Die Fledermaus. 

 
Tenor Oliver Kelham had presence and voice beyond his nineteen years, 

ably seducing both the Baron's wife and the audience, and Lisa Tustian played 
up to him beautifully.  Her hapless husband, an expressive Guy Robinson, 
gleefully postpones the start of a few days imprisonment by attending a masked 
ball, little realising that Rosalinde will be there - their lyrical attempts to be 
suitably sad at parting before it were joyfully hilarious. 

 
In the Baron's absence the prison governor arrives, played by Andrew 

Armstrong, and mistakenly arrests the drunken tenor - a scene quietly and 
superbly upstaged by Alan Coles as the governor's down-trodden assistant, 
surreptitiously trying to filch a glass or three of wine. 

 
The ball opened magnificently, to deserved applause - and the Eisensteins' 

ambitious parlour-maid has achieved her aim of attending.  Adele was 
exquisitely sung with both impishness and poise by Eleanor Hemmens, beguiling 
illustrious guests in hopes of finding herself a future on the stage.  She and 
Josie Cresswell, 'now promoted to second to back row of the chorus', made a 
delightfully convincing pair of sisters. 

 
As the Ball gets underway, the central players little realise they have been 

brought together by the vengeful 'Bat', seeking redress for past humiliation.  
John Broad's Dr Falke deployed authoritative charm as he intrigued to 
embarrass Baron Eisenstein and cajole a smile from their princely but jaded 
Russian host - Ros Broad bringing great character to her first trouser role.  The 
tradition that Prince Orlofsky's ball will be graced by an operatic notable was 
strikingly fulfilled by two international stars. For the first two performances 
Elizabeth Watts whirled with dramatic and heartfelt abandon through the aria 
'Meine Lippen Sie kussen so heiss' from Franz Lehar's Guiditta.  For the latter 
two nights, Eddie Wade took the stage with a finely nuanced rendering of the 
Prologue from Leoncavallo's I Pagliacci. 

 
A crowd of fresh Somerset Opera members graced the chorus - some as 

the Baron's servants had made an excellent job of setting the scene for the first 
act, and returned as Russian servants and dancers - including Naomi Porter, 
who must have melted inside her shaggy-dog costume as the Baron's devoted 
canine, keeping an eye on every visitor and any food! 

 
At the prison haphazardly run by its hung-over governor and shambolic 

jailer, amidst a sudden deluge of visitors, the various infidelities come home to 
roost, the Baron and his wife are equally rumbled, and all ends well.  With a 
lively orchestra under Chris Ball, engaging chorus, very effective sets and great 
costuming, it was a treat. 
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